
Problem resolved: Better 
performance in FX Exposures 

HedgeGo results in a 7% better 

performance per year compared to 

similar or No-hedge FX strategies. 

(C) 2021

Reasons for hedging now

Contact 

W.   hedgego.at 

E.   gm@hedgego.at 

C.   Gerhard Massenbauer, CEO 

P. +43 1 3155472

What HedgeGo can do for you 

HedgeGo is a digital tool for industrial companies and asset 

managers to reduce risks and increase profits for FX exposures. Our 

purely data-driven prediction system for 30 currency pairs proved 

successful 90 times out of 100. It enables us to create timely 

executable action guidelines to get into hedging or hold off from it..  

Supporting communication channels like Webinars and published 

market analysis explain the “Why” behind the “What” and indicate 

action to responsible FX managers. Additionally, HedgeGo offers 

tailor-made financial instruments to meet the challenges when 

dealing with FX exposures.

Volatility: Volatility of 

markets and FX 

exposures will increase in 

coming years. 

Profit: FX exposures can 

dramatically influence the 

profitability of your 

business models.
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Problem resolved: No limited 
advisory from banks anymore 

The analysis of currency developments 

is a highly specialised activity, which is 

actively provided by banks for only a few 

currencies. HedgeGo provides top notch 

results for 30 major currency pairs.

Contact us for a first free analysis

30

When it comes to currency 

hedging, it's all about securing your 

best possible outcome. In doing so, 

you don't like to be surprised. We 

support you in this! 

Gerhard Massenbauer

Example for 10m  
/EURBRL Exposure 

Advantage HedgeGo to  

“80%-hedging”

Suggests action

Increases profit

Reduces risk

For FX exposures

Bullets

22 years of positive  

track record

7%

Scan to arrange 

an appointment

+8,82%

€ 882.000.-

p.a.

Test HedgeGo with 

our trial subscription: 

hedgego.at

mailto:office@censeo.at

